FIELD REPORT

DATE:      Thursday, May 17, 2012
PROJECT:    Independence Park Main Library
WEATHER CONDITIONS:    Sunny 84°
SITE CONDITIONS:    Dry
REPORTED BY:   Josh Peak - The Library Design Collaborative
IN ATTENDANCE:  Josh Peak, Vic Todd, Pierce Langridge, and George Griffon

OBSERVATIONS:

1. The architect's representative observed part of the grade beam pour (Col. Line 60/ B12-B15.5). A slump test was taken from the front of the second truck. The pour progressed concurrent with test, which came out at 6.5" of slump. The tolerable range was stated to be between 4-6". This result was reported to the general contractor. Heck Yeah! truck had electrical problems and had to be repaired in place in order to continue pour.

2. The architect's representative reviewed the rebar for upcoming grade beam pour (Col. Line A19/ 03-52). Concrete break at end of previous pour was noted and documented.

3. Noted between 20 and 30 people were on site at time of visit (10:00-11:00AM).

4. Pierce brought attention to the lack of steel shop drawings for Stair #3. This is the only stair not to be submitted or reviewed; the steel framing surrounding it had already been partially erected.

ATTACHMENTS:         1.   Two sheets of images.